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Abstract. Agent-oriented modelling is one of the simulation methods for emergent
behavior of a complex system that could be considered for application of urban city
structures. Using advanced script techniques, the behavior and evolution of structures
in the bottom-up strategies for the development of environment could be simulated in
architecture and urbanism as well. The paper presents a research subproject in the area
of verification of the processes of spatial and social interaction of the agents according
to the logic of defined intrinsic rules of Swarm behavior in the simulation model of
the selected area. The research builds mainly upon two selected requirements of the
bottom-up strategy: the approach distances to places of interest and mutual standoff
distances between urban elements.		
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INTRODUCTION
The issue of non-directive design and planning of
urban environment is very topical in the context of
contemporary architecture and urbanism. One of the
possibilities of city growth and development of the
existing urban structure is the organic emergence of
a new environment based on individual and group
bottom-up decisions. The participation of future
residents of new areas in the city planning or in the
creation and completion of the existing urban environment based on real needs and potentials of its
inhabitants currently presents a great challenge for
architects to simulate these unpredictable processes
of spatial development using relevant digital technologies. Architects and urban planners conduct the
role of expert surveillance of this way of urban de-

velopment and they also evaluate and influence this
set of development processes. Provided the development of the urban environment is based on this
bottom-up strategy, the city is a complex set of subprocesses where each of the mutually interacting
entities and systems create a self-organized complex
whole. The city shows an emergent behavior. Since
this approach is different from top-down planning,
we can state that in this bottom-up strategy.
„Cities grow organically as the product of millions
of decisions and in the face of this complexity, it is not
surprising that top-down controls have little effect on
their structure(...).During this time, a new model of
how cities function has gradually emerged. The analogy of a city with a physical system has been replaced
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by that of a biological system (Simon, 1999) and as
we know from our own experience, biological systems
grow from the bottom up.“ (Batty, 2011) [7].

The research issue
How to simulate, using digital technologies, the exante unpredictable development of the urban environment in a specific existing site? How to simulate
spatial metamorphoses of the environment in 2D or
3D model? How to achieve a bridging of real data in
the context of digital simulation, which could serve
as a guide for architects and urban planners at different levels of planning?

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The main purpose of this research is to assess the
applicability of the simulation of a selected bottomup strategy in urban planning and development
through the use of digital technologies. The verification will take place in a particular simulation model
of the already existing environment. Such a model
could then serve as a decision-making and analytical
tool for architects and urban planners in the process
of planning and designing. It could still be further
developed and complemented by other features
and functionalities. For this particular research, the
requirements of approach and standoff distances in
the urban structure and the possibility of replenishing with the new volumes in the existing build-up
area were selected.

Research method and concept
For the time being, the research has been conducted
at the following levels:
1. Study of existing possibilities of digital technology in the area of simulation of emergent
behavior of structures in spatial interaction of
their internal components and its potential use
in the real case site.
2. Study of advanced script techniques in the area
of agent modelling allowing the simulation of
spatial interactions of structures in Processing
language.

3.

Mapping and data collection for a specific
selected area (Jizni Mesto, Prague, Czech Republic) - identifying the real needs of users in
a particular location based on an online questionnaire and collecting statistic data. The result
of this mapping is a bottom-up requirement more than 50% of respondents in the selected
area (Prague, Jizni Mesto area) put demand on a
larger volume of areas in use (residential areas,
public areas, i.e. the distances between them),
while about 40% require a shorter approach
distances to the various targets of interest
(schools, parks, other facilities).
Based on these research results, two of the requirements of the bottom-up strategy participants were
selected in the spatial simulation - standoff distance between the proposed urban elements and
approach distance from the starting position to
the point of interest. These two aspects will be the
starting parameters, which shall be the subject of research in the simulation model.

METHODOLOGY
The following methodology is the early phase of this
application research. The material provided in this
paper shows preliminary results and tries to set up
the technological framework. The aim is to show the
feasibility of the multi-agent approach.

Spatial interaction of lower-level
components, swarm behavior simulation
For the purpose of our research, emergent behavior
of structures in the simplified model is conceived as
a spatial interaction of the internal lower-level components, which figuratively represent the inhabitants and their demands or the individual elements
constituting the urban spatial context. Such a model
can be modeled using the method of agent-based
modelling. The agents form a complex whole - a spatial system in which there is geometry based on defined rules and attributes of lower-level agents posted into the links and interactions with other agents
and with the existing environment. In this paper we
shall focus mainly on the issues of the environment
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reconfiguration.The approach deals with the volume
replenishment in the existing built-up area based on
mutual standoff distances. The changes in the density of functional utilization of the area (public spaces,
green areas, built-up area) based on the approach
distance analysis are another part of this proceeding. It shall therefore deal with the spatial reconfiguration of the environment.
For the purposes of simulation of the urban
structure reconfiguration on the basis of these requirements, the Swarm behavior method of spatial
agent simulation was selected, serving as a baseline
technology base. The relevance of the chosen method is based in particular on the spatial parameters
used by this method. For the needs of this research
we are interested mainly in separation parameters
- spacing that may figuratively represent the standoff distances of urban elements as well as the alignment of each element. Each agent may appear in

the form of essentially any geometry that will participate in the development of urban structure. For
simplicity, we have selected basic geometry of tetrahedral prisms, which characterize well the solitary
building objects.
Seeking target, included also in the Swarm behavior method, is an important parameter for the
analysis of distances between respective locations.
We operate in an environment with buildings and
other spatial elements already existing, so another
parameter, avoiding the obstacles, shall also be included in the simulation model.
Modelling of this platform in the framework of
research is carried out in the scripting language Processing, because this language allows open editing
in the script at any time with clear result in our own
modifiable graphic user interface. The language is
based on open-source strategy and following that
idea it offers a rich possibility of functional replen-

Figure 1
Clustering of agents made on
the basis of defined distance
with separation parameter.
Conditional sentence is defined by Distance parameter, where the agents are
supposed to associate with
each other to create a cluster.
The geometry arises based
on these links. The agents are
moving in space under the
Swarm behavior rules. Script
by Dimitrie Stefanescu (Hyperbody, TU Delft). The initial code
source for the object classes
of agents is adopted from the
script library Kokkugia research
(Roland Snooks, Robert Stuart
Smith, 2011) [2]. The revised
codes kindly provided online
by Dimitrie Stefanescu as
Swarm behaviors workshop
material [1].
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ishment of the Swarm behavior method with additional parameters and codes in further research
work in cooperation with other programmers.
Source to simulate the Swarm behavior in Processing shall be the open-source script core kindly provided by Dimitrie Stefanescu (Hyperbody, Faculty of
Architecture, TU Delft, Netherlands) developed for
the purposes of Swarm behaviors Workshop material [1]. Another source of inspiration for understanding the hierarchy of objects and classes in the script
are the script library of the kAgent class provided by
the portal Kokkugia research. (Roland Snooks, 201011) [2].

Agents swarm behavior in Processing
Modelling agents behavior according to the rules
and parameters of Swarm behavior in Processing is
built on the advanced scripting techniques that utilizes the principle of object-oriented programming.
Resources for Kokkugia research [2] and Swarm behaviors workshop material [1] uses the principle of
algorithms developed by Craig Reynolds (1986) [10]
for the purposes of an animated simulation of the

bird flock using information technology and by Daniel Shiffman (2010 ) [8] for elaborating in Processing
language through defining vectors. The openness of
the code in both cases [1] [2] appears to be an advantage because the core script could at any time be
entered and enriched with new features and functionalities or edited and complemented with the
core functions that had already been implemented.
The Plethora library (Sanchez, 2011) [5] is another
option for modelling agent systems using scripting
techniques in Processing, however, it has not been
used for the purposes of this research subproject.

THE PROCESS OF MODELLING AND
SIMULATION
Analysis of approach distances
It is necessary to determine the starting position of
the agent or group of agents as well as the interest
positions of their targets in the external modelling
program. There could be more targets in the model.
If we analyze approach distances of more places in
the model at the same time and with a larger numFigure 2
Analysis of approach
distances from various points
in the model. Agents moving
toward the target (attractor)
define the exact position of
the least acceptable distance
by changing the rendering
geometry from square to
circle. In the place where
geometry is transformed, the
requested feature might arise
that is more accessible than
the original target.
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Figure 3 and 4
Adding volume to the current
structure outside the existing
buildings, depending on the
number of agents, possible
changes in building densities
or in other functional uses.
Geometry can also be supplemented by the distance
gap requirements. The script
offers the possibility to control
the size of proportions of
replenished development in
relation to a selected building
site in the model, in this case
to the WorldCenter (0,0,0).
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ber of agents, the resulting geometric structure will
be rendered nonlinear.We can document the optimized specific outcome visually in a graphical interface. Location coordinates of starting points and targets in the model can be loaded into the core script
via TXT format and they are rendered to the environment of interest.
Any 2D geometry is loaded in similar way. In the
simulation, the agents are released from the starting
points (emitters). Geometry is visualised between
the agent and his interest target (in the middle, in
the third etc.). The visualised geometry turns into a
different type at the moment the agent reaches an
acceptable distance from the target. Otherwise, in
case of lack of distance, the geometry remains unchanged. Distance parameter can be edited at any
time in the script. This way, exact places could be
defined where the agent meets the exact approach
distance and this can serve as a decision-making
tool in the process of design and planning, where a
more specific type of desired land use is determined
or urban element (object, space, function, etc.) is
placed.

Replenishment of volumes in the built-up
area, standoff distances
In the framework of the research, apart from addition of Attract function, the agent system was edited
in the Display function. The simulation model can be
complemented with the new geometry. The position
of the new geometry is determined by the agent location and also the number of added new elements
depends on the number of agents. Geometry can
be displayed also between respective agents (in the
middle, in the third etc.) – respecting the precisely
defined distance in the cluster distance parameter.
The value Separation defines the exact standoff distance between respective urban elements added.
The script can also defined the changes in proportions of supplemented geometries in relation to
positions of specific places in the model (e.g. continuous changes of the height of the built-up area
in relation to a selected coordinate in the model).
These principles of continuous change in modelled

geometry could represent graduation of building
heights and theirs differentiation from areas with
another function. It is one of the option of a design
strategy which is under architect´s control in urban
conditions.
This way, targeted urban concept formed by the
theory of Swarm behavior could be developed. In
this case, neither motion not trajectory of agents is
observed, the process is more focused on the position of agents generated by their own interaction.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have defined a simulation model platform, which
can be used to simulate the evolution of urban structure based on the standoff distances in the territory
and to analyze approach distances using the graphical user interface. The core script was replenished by
the addition of Display and Attract features.
The model can serve e.g. when drafting the revitalization of selected area as a decision-making
tool in the placement of selected features into the
environment.
The research did not address specific planning
and the result of the simulation is no urban design
proposal. Nevertheless, this simulation method of
the emergent structure development has the potential to become a creative modelling tool for the
design of urban spatial configuration of the environment in the future and can serve to develop concepts according to the theory of Swarm behavior.
The script has the potential to further develop its
core in further replenishment with the new features
and functionalities.
In this research, the adding of new buildings
into existing structures was primarily analyzed in
case of solitary simple tetrahedral objects, which
increase the volume density of buildings. The tool
has the potential to work also with other types of
geometry and other typological kinds of buildings or a combination of several species (solitaires,
blocks, row houses, random organic development,
new possibilities of continuous geometries and their
combinations). The hidden potential lies also in focusing on the agent trajectory and creating their
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geometry in 3D conditions and also in utilizing the
Plethora library [5], where building a script is less demanding and less complex than in the source used
for this research. Further work in this subproject
shall therefore develop and further discover the
above mentioned potential.
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